Eclipse 2 includes software and hardware designed exclusively for photograph documentation and management of digital evidence. Eclipse 2 allows forensic examiners to view on-screen what the camera sees and to operate devices while snapping photos and videos with a foot pedal. Media handling features, editing tools and a robust report builder offer time savings and efficiency for anyone tasked with documenting evidence. Validating forensic examinations and capturing information unobtainable with extraction tools is easy and fast. The Eclipse 2 Pro SLR Kit uses a Canon SLR camera and includes the highest quality photography platform, components and software features available.

- Capture images of cell phone, tablet, GPS, laptop and other mobile device screens
- Photograph information from apps or areas containing key evidence
- Examine cell phones not supported by other forensic tools for data extraction
- Add categories, tags, and other information
- Maintain chain of custody with forensic process and hashing
- Create beautifully designed and functional PDF, HTML, Word and Excel reports
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**ECLIPSE 2 SCREEN CAPTURE TOOL PACKAGE OPTIONS**

**ECLIPSE 2 SOFTWARE**

[ECL2-S] Includes Eclipse Software and 1 Year Software Updates

**ECLIPSE STANDARD SOFTWARE:**
- USB Camera Capture Engine
- Unlimited Image & Video Capture
- Auto Capture at Timed Intervals
- Evidence Tagging System
- Evidence Notes & Categories
- Media Cropping and Editing
- Multiple Evidence Groups per Case
- Batch Image & Video Import Tagging
- HTML, PDF, Word, Excel Reports
- Constant Updates & Improvements

**INCLUDED HARDWARE:**
- Dongle
- Package Options
- Foot Pedal

**LICENSE, SUPPORT & WARRANTY:**
- 1 Year Software Updates
- 1 Year Warranty & Support
- 1 Year License Renewal Fee ($998)

**$799 MSRP**

---

**ECLIPSE 2 + WEBCAM KIT**

[ECL2-WK] Includes Eclipse Software, Webcam Kit, Foot Pedal and 1 Year Software Updates

**ECLIPSE STANDARD SOFTWARE:**
- Hands-free Capture w/ Foot Pedal
- USB Camera Capture Engine
- Unlimited Image & Video Capture
- Auto Capture at Timed Intervals
- Evidence Tagging System
- Media Cropping and Editing
- Multiple Evidence Groups per Case
- Batch Image & Video Import Tagging
- HTML, PDF, Word, Excel Reports
- Constant Updates & Improvements

**INCLUDED HARDWARE:**
- Microsoft 1080p HD Webcam
- Manfrotto Arm & Superclamp
- Foot Pedal for Hands-free Capture
- Dongle

**LICENSE, SUPPORT & WARRANTY:**
- 1 Year Software Updates
- 1 Year Warranty & Support
- 1 Year License Renewal Fee ($998)

**$1249 MSRP**

---

**ECLIPSE 2 PRO SLR KIT**

[ECL2-P] The Pro Kit Offers the Highest Quality Capture with Extended Software Features. The Kit Includes Pro Software, Hardware Bundle with Canon SLR Camera, Base Plate, Camera Arm, Glare Shield, Foot Pedal and Other Accessories in a Rugged Case. Inquire for Quote and Available Options.

**INCLUDED HARDWARE:**
- Canon SLR Camera Bundle
- AC Adapter, Batteries & Filters
- Metal Base Plate with Pedestal
- Camera Arm and Rail Mount
- Flex Arm & Glare Shield Plate
- Multiple Hardware Clamps
- Hands-Free Foot Pedal
- Rugged Hard Case
- Other Various Accessories...

**ECLIPSE PRO SOFTWARE:**
- Canon Camera SLR Capture Engine
- USB Camera Capture Engine
- Hands-free Capture w/ Foot Pedal
- Video to Image Frame Extractor
- HTML, PDF, Word, Excel Reporting
- Many More Features...

**LICENSE, SUPPORT & WARRANTY:**
- 1 Year Software Updates
- 1 Year Warranty & Support

**Contact for Quote**

---

**TEEL Technologies**

www.Teeltech.com